
FRANCE 

 

Leffrinckoucke  FRLKK 

NFC Olivier Laporte IGN 

NFC function taken over in May 2018 

 

PB encountered: Impossible to access to information to know whether 

- Central secretariat has already delivered a code to this locality 

- Central secretariat has already given this code to another location 

Since last publication of the UNLocode. 

 

After discussion with the NFC, I made a DMR for this place and code, guessing that it was more 

improbable that we experience a clash as per above than none. 

 

Valence d’Agen 

 

A user mentioned a code for Valence, FRVVAA, with geocoordinates which does not match with the 

coordinates of Valence (Rhone river valley) but with Valence-d’Agen 500 kilometers west of Valence. 

 

I made a DMR requesting to change the wording for this UN locode 

Now we have two codes for Valence-d’Agen 

FRVAA (3) 44 06 N 000 52 E 

FRZJQ (6) 44 06 N 000 53 E 

 

This means there is one minutes of longitude between the two codes for the same place, so about 

1500 meters. 

 

ITALIE 

NFC Stefano Sabatini Cosco 

 

The NFC informed me that he has affected available code ITLSG for LESEGNO 

As we have a NFC, we know that this place had no locode and that this code is available 

 

I made a DMR for this place 

 

We need it now, but we shall know for sure it’s the right code at time of next publication of the 

UNLocode excel files. 

 

SPAIN 

 

Contact with Jaume Bagot member of this group (on behalf of Port of Barcelona) 

NFC is Jaime Luezas 

 

Need a code for a place named Leioa which was not present in the excel files 

 

After checking Jaume told us 

Leioa is the basque name of a town which has the Spanish name of Lejona 

 

Lejona already has a code ESLEZ 

We miss a multicriteria search tool which would allow to make search by name (principal ad others), 

code and geo coordinates  



KAZAKSTAN 

 

No NFC 

 

We need a code for a place named 

Dostyk (Wikipedia also gives Droujba and Druzbha as russian names for this place) 

 

Search in excel tool let think there is no place like this one 

 

I made a DMR 

I wrongly spelled the name of the town in the DMR, typing Dotsyk instead of Dostyk. 

This is for sure a very normal name for the region but slightly exotic even in still short and simple for 

a French speaking guy. 

I saw my mistake while hitting the validation button. 

 

The DMR tool does not allow corrections, neither does it send confirmation message for 

confirmation of the entry of DMR follow up while it is processed by secretariat and NFC’s, there is 

absolutely no follow up of the DMR request, it will pop up as one line in one of the three 150 

thousand entries each excel files. 

 

 

BIC has prepared a short position paper that we shall share to summarise great principles of BIC view 

on the evolution of the UNlocodes management that we shall share after the conference 


